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ABSTRACT
This paper include the implementation aspects of alternative communication aid for the person suffering from
speech impairment problem. The Alternative Communication Aid (AVCA) is an automatic voice recognition system
that uses the concept of automatic speech recognition system (ASR) and announce the constructed sentence. For
feature extraction from sound waves we have used mel frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) and DTW algorithm
to find the distance between two vectors. This system also incorporate the feature of record voice samples in
runtime.
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I. INTRODUCTION

based. The MEL scale has been introduced by
Newman Volksman and Stevens in 1937.

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is a biometric
identification methodology to recognize any person.
The ASR has various advantages over other biometric
identification and so have involvement in various
application of engineering. Alternative Voice
Communication Aid (AVCA) is one of the application
of ASR that is helpful for the patients of speech
impairment. The AVCA is a system that take impaired
voice as input and generate a voice output for that
specific speech input. AVCA uses the concept of voice
recognition to detect the word spoken in impaired voice
and then show a predicted response to the user for
constructing the sentence to be announce by the AVCA
system.

It is a perceptual scale which is judged by listener to
be in equal distance from each other. There is a
reference point assigned in perceptual pitch 1000 mel
to 1000 Hz tone in frequency measurement scale with
40dB and above the listener's threshold.
Mathematically there is no any standardized formula
for calculating mel of any frequency component. A
commonly used formula for this is given below.

Here m = value in mel
F = value in Hz.

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL
A. Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC)

The phonemes is one of the unit of sound by virtue of
which two words can be distinguished by each other.
This can only be accomplished by determining the vocal
track shape of any person. The main part that has to be
understand carefully is that the speech that generated by
humans are filtered by their vocal track that includes
teeth, tongue, etc. Before understanding MFCC clearly
we first discuss about MEL SCALE and CEPSTRAL of
Signal.
 MEL SCALE, The word MEL is taken form word
melody that indicates the scale is pitch comparison

Figure 1. Graph between signal in mel value and freq
value


CEPSTRUM COEFFICIENT, It is the result that
comes after the Inverse Fourier transform of Log of
estimated spectrum of any signal. Cepstrum
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coefficients are of four different type first is Power
Cepstum useful in human voice recognition system,
second is Complex Cepstrum uses complex
logarithmic functions that holds some magnitude
and phase information, Third is Real Cepstrum uses
a logarithmic function that only holds magnitude
information and last is Phase Cepstrum that holds
phase information of initial spectrum.

Figure 2. Block diagram of Cepstrum Coefficient
Calculation
The block diagram of MFCC is shown in figure 3.
MFCC is a parameterization technique that incorporate
various calculation steps to detect the shape of vocal
track.

B. Dynamic Time Wrapping (DTW)

In order to recognize any word that has been spoken by
user is to record that word and then compare it with
available matching words stored in database. To find the
best suited word DTW algorithm can be use. Let us
assume we want a word or command to be recognize. A
word W of
_0,x _1,...,x
-

_(k0,) w _(k1,) …,
_(kT_(W_k ) ) }. Let us
consider that V different words w_0,w_1,...w_(V-1) are
stored in our voca
〖 ,ω〗_v , 0, ,…, K ω
-1)
in order to classify using Nearest Neighbour
Classification task. This will represent all possible
variations due to different pronunciation/speakers.

III. IMPLEMENTATION, WORKING AND
RESULT
The schematic representation of the system is shown in
figure. There are main four parts of the system and is
build around these four major blocks.
Figure 3. MFCC Block Diagram
Voice Input: The recoded signal are sampled in this
block and this sampled voice signal is then applied to
Pre Emphasis block.
Pre-emphasis: This block of calculation spectrally
flatten the signal for the sack of this a pre-emphasis
filter is used.
Framing: This block of calculation is responsible to
segment analog data into small size frames 20mSec.
Hamming Window: The small sized frames are
truncated in this block with the help of Hamming
window function.
DFT: This block converts the time domain signal into
frequency domain for further calculations.
Mel Filter Bank: This block has a filter bank been
created by calculating the number of peaks in the signal
that are uniformly placed in mel scale.
DTC: This block is responsible to convert frequency
domain to time domain. An easy way to comply with
the conference paper formatting requirements is to use
this document as a template and simply type your text
into it.

A. Implementation
Speech Recording and Recognition: This block of
system is responsible to record the voice signals and
then compare it with existing voice samples in the
database. For recognition of voice we used MFCC and
DWT algorithm together to find the best result from
pre-recorded samples of voice.

Figure 4. Schematic View of AVCA System
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User Interface: As the user need to record voice
samples and then construct message to be spoken by
AVCA system. A user interface is designed for the this.
Message Construction: This is the main part of our
system as user have to select one of the predicted
response given by system. As user select one option
from given words system hold the response and then
show next level predicted response.
Speech Synthesis: In this part the constructed message
is then announced by the system.

As user click on Master application master application
from will display which is shown in figure 7. This is
main application which performs the specific
recognition task and show the predicted response of the
speech signal that has been recorded by user by clicking
the button Record.

B. Working and Result

Figure 7. Master Application Window
The recorded voice is used to recognize the word which
is done by DT algorithm whose output is shown in the
figure 8.

The flow chart of the application is shown in figure 5.
The complete application is divided into three parts first
is master application used for recognition and
announcement system, second is DP test application
used to check the DT algorithm response for two
samples and last is Recorder tool this application can be
used to store new samples into the database or to update
the existing samples in our database. Figure 6 shows the
main page of application all tools are connected linked
on this page with the means of buttons of main page.
User can select any of the application or tool to perform
required task .

Figure 8. DT Algorithm Result

IV.CONCLUSION

Figure 6. Main Page of Application

The problem of speech impairment is for dysarthria
patients is a big concern of our project which has been
successfully accomplished. The AVCA has successfully
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developed which provide a predicted result for spoken
word and so one can generate a message with the help
of this and then the system will announce the generated
message. This system is not capable of speech
recognition but it also have a feature to record new
voice samples for the user.
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